Dreaming with James Joyce

Continued from page one

The dreamy world of James Joyce's earliest and most influential novel is brought to life in this moving and informative production. The audience is transported into the heart of Dublin in the early 1880s, where young Stephen Dedalus confronts the realities of his roots and adventures. A powerful presentation of the themes explored in the novel, this production is not to be missed.

Ridgeway construction objections

Continued from page one

Residents of the Ridgeway area are protesting the construction of a new high school in their neighborhood. They claim that the school will increase traffic and noise in the area, and that it will disrupt the character of the community. The protest is being led by a local residents' association, and they have filed a petition with the school board to halt the construction.

PCAS needed

Personal Care Associates

Help for those in need

Food pay, convenient hours

Personal Care Associates

477-4300

Program Council Events

Veterans' Day Party

featuring The Great Pretenders

Tuesday, November 10th

at the Aquarius Lounge, Quincy

8:00 p.m. — 2:00 a.m.

tickets available in cafeteria

$3.00 students

$5.00 guests

Rathskellar

Friday, November 6th

7:00 — 5:00

catered

Suffolk ID required to enter

Mass ID required to drink

Coming Events:

1st of October: Fall Fest

7th of October: SGA and PBC Concert

8th of October: Robert Ellis Orall at the Channel

Tuition policy won't change, increase predicted

Debbie Yaeger

University, chairman of the Student Senate and professor of psychology, said that she is concerned about the increase in tuition costs.

"The university has to make sure that they are using the money wisely," she said. "They need to show that the money is being used for the benefit of the students, and not just for the benefit of the administration."

Robert Ellis Orall

Blushing Brides

the Channel

November 25, 1981
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Tuition policy won't change, increase predicted

Debbie Yaeger

University, chairman of the Student Senate and professor of psychology, said that she is concerned about the increase in tuition costs.

"The university has to make sure that they are using the money wisely," she said. "They need to show that the money is being used for the benefit of the students, and not just for the benefit of the administration."

Fire hits Ridgeway Lane

In Buffalo, Kenyon

A fire broke out in a Ridgeway Lane apartment building on Thursday morning. The fire was contained to one unit, and there were no injuries reported.

The cause of the fire is under investigation. Firefighters from the Buffalo Fire Department responded to the scene and extinguished the flames. The building was temporarily evacuated, and residents were allowed to return to their units later in the day.
Extra funds pass in emergency session
SGA debates concert publicity

Residents debate concert publicity

by Okonkorw Braz

Funding for the upcoming Residents Ball and Robert F. Leach Ball at the Student Union is subject to the approval of the Student Government Association, or SGA. This new legislation was proposed by the SGA and presented to the Residents Ball and Robert F. Leach Ball in a meeting. The SGA holds open meetings each week to discuss their agenda and priorities. The SGA has discussed various topics over the past few weeks, such as the upcoming concert and the need for more funding. The SGA has also been working on other initiatives, such as improving the campus environment and addressing student concerns. The SGA is looking forward to a productive and successful meeting in the future.

Three clubs lose funding

by Charles Pellerin

Three clubs have lost their funding for the upcoming season. This decision was made by the Student Government Association (SGA), which allocates funds for various clubs and organizations. The SGA has decided to cut funding for three clubs due to their inability to meet the requirements set forth by the SGA. This decision was based on the clubs' inability to provide adequate support and resources to their members. The SGA hopes that these clubs will address the issues and improve their operations to receive funding again in the future. The SGA also encourages other clubs to strive for excellence in their operations to receive funding and support.

NOTES FROM THE ATHLETIC OFFICE

FREE

BEGINNER

TENNIS CLINIC

TIME: 10:00 AM

PLACE: Charles River Park Indoor Tennis Club

SIGN-UP: On site, at A.D. Dean, Athletics Director

INSTRUCTOR: Tom Mapes

IMPORTANT MEETING:

ALL VARSITY ATHLETES AND VARSITY TEAM CANDIDATES

MEETING (MEN & WOMEN)

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19 AT 10:00 PM

IN ABINGTON 229

Journal Poll

Students want change in current tuition policy

by Dan Brown

In the upcoming legislative session, students are calling for changes in the current tuition policy. They argue that current tuition rates are unfair and need to be revised. As we look towards the future, it is important to consider the impact of tuition on students and their families. In order to address this issue, the SGA has organized a special meeting to discuss this matter. We encourage all students to attend and share their ideas and concerns. The SGA is committed to working towards a fair and equitable tuition policy that benefits all students.

New fraternity/sorority tries to be recognized

by Jim Cohan

A new fraternity/sorority is trying to be recognized by the Student Government Association (SGA). This fraternity/sorority has been working hard to meet the requirements set forth by the SGA and is hoping to be recognized in the near future. The SGA has been working closely with this group to ensure that they meet the necessary criteria. The SGA has also been working on other initiatives, such as improving the campus environment and addressing student concerns. The SGA is looking forward to a productive and successful meeting in the future.

LETTERS

Comments and opinions on ROTC

by Amy Falasco

Editor:

Many have been wondering about the recent actions concerning the ROTC program. I would like to take this opportunity to express my concern. As a student, I feel that the ROTC program is not meeting our needs. I believe that the program should be reevaluated and restructured to better serve the needs of our students. The SGA has been working closely with the ROTC program to ensure that they meet the necessary criteria. The SGA has also been working on other initiatives, such as improving the campus environment and addressing student concerns. The SGA is looking forward to a productive and successful meeting in the future.

In defense of ROTC

by John Smith

As a member of the ROTC program, I would like to express my support. I believe that the ROTC program is doing a great job of meeting the needs of our students. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the ROTC program for all that they do. The SGA has been working closely with the ROTC program to ensure that they meet the necessary criteria. The SGA has also been working on other initiatives, such as improving the campus environment and addressing student concerns. The SGA is looking forward to a productive and successful meeting in the future.
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**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**Most proper Improper Channels**

In A. Scott Roval's novel, "Upon the River's Foot," the reader is taken to a world where time, space, and reality are fluid and unpredictable. The protagonist, Jom, navigates through a series of events that challenge his understanding of the world around him. The narrative is peppered with philosophical musings on the nature of existence and the consequences of choice. Through Jom's journey, readers are invited to question the very fabric of reality and the limits of human knowledge.

**Buckingham's Law and Order**

In Donna Peck's essay, "Buckingham's Law and Order," the author explores the historical and cultural significance of Buckingham Palace, not only as a residence of the British Monarch but also as a symbol of power and tradition. The essay delves into the architectural history of the palace, its role in British politics, and its impact on British culture. Peck also discusses the challenges faced by Buckingham Palace in maintaining its status as a symbol of national pride and cultural heritage in the modern world.

**A grand revival**

Grand Funk lives

For Danica Postal, the journey to revival began with a simple question: "Can we make it work?" The band, which had disbanded in 1976, reunited in 2003 to rekindle the spirit of their 1970s rock sound. The reunion was met with enthusiasm from fans who had grown up with the band's music. The band's reaction to the renewed interest was swift and overwhelming. The result was a series of concerts that sold out across the country, proving that the band's fans were just as eager for a reunion as the band was for a comeback.

**Time Bands**

A ‘jolly good’ look at history

In *The Sunday Times*, a review by Tom Clarke of the book "The Time Traveller's Handbook" by Simon Ings, the author explores the history of time travel in literature, film, and popular culture. Clarke discusses the ways in which time travel has been depicted over the years, from the linear time travel of H. G. Wells to the non-linear time travel of Christopher Nolan’s "Inception." The review delves into the psychological and philosophical implications of time travel and how it has been used as a tool for commentary on society and human nature.

**College Bowl**

The Modern Language Club Presents.

**HISPANIC WEEK**

November 16–21, 1981

Mondays–Thursdays 11 a.m.–12 noon

**Reggae and Rumba at the**

*Bit of the Rock*

**Spanish Festival**

*Spanish Festival* at the College Bowl

**November 16, 1981**

*Saturday Night* at the College Bowl

**Medicine**

Medium — better than average

By Midli Atmarenz

In "Medium — better than average," Midli Atmarenz explores the world of mediumship and psychic abilities. The article delves into the history of mediums and their role in spiritual and religious traditions, as well as the modern-day interest in psychic phenomena. Atmarenz discusses the challenges faced by mediums in maintaining credibility and trust in a world that often dismisses spiritual experiences. The article also highlights the potential of mediums to provide comfort and guidance to those seeking spiritual connection.

**Old Tisters**

(Continued from page 2)

As the train rumbled past, the cozy old man on the seat facing me turned to look out the window. His glasses were foggy, his face was lined with the wrinkles of a lifetime. He was clearly enjoying the view. I turned to look at him, and he turned to look at me. It was a moment of connection, a shared understanding that transcended language. The old man smiled, and I smiled back. It was a small gesture, but it was a moment of warmth and humanity that lingered long after the train had passed by. **Movie:**

*The Onion Field* Tues., Nov. 27th 1:00 – Auditorium

Sponsored by the Program Council

*The Onion Field* is a film that explores the story of a group of detectives who became ensnared in a web of corruption and deceit. The film is a gripping tale of false confessions, police brutality, and the lengths to which some people will go to avoid being caught. "The Onion Field" is a film that will leave you思考大會 in which the author confronts the real-life implications of the film's themes, including the dangers of unchecked power and the importance of journalistic integrity. The program will also feature a Q&A session with the director and cast of the film, providing a unique opportunity to gain insights into the making of the film and the issues it addresses.
UP TEMPLE STREET
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 17, 1981
Job Fair — Speakers from area businesses: Finance Club B1128
Lecture — Spain Today: Address by the Consul General of Spain: Modern Language Club F247
Discussion Group — Campus Ministry — Is Anybody Hungry in Boston?: with Pat Burns: Director Boston Walk for Hunger: F134C
International Club J337
Humanities Club F430 A&B
Forensics Society F438
Literary Society F530
New Directions A24
Delta Sigma Pi A626
Finance Club B1193
Mini Course: Karate F6368

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1981
Job Fair — Speakers from area businesses: Finance Club B1128
Black Student Association F337
Forensics Society F438
Council of Presidents F427
Phi Chi Theta F428
Bone Study B936
Mini Course: Karate F6368

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 24, 1981
Film — "The Onion Field": Program Council Auditorium
Forensics Society F438
New Directions A24
Mini Course: Karate F6368

Program Council Events
Program Council/SGA Concert

Robert Ellis Orrall
November 25, 1981 8:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
at the Channel
Tickets go on sale Nov. 16th.
$4.00 students/$7.00 guests

Boston Flamenco Ballet
"Los Trovadores de Espana"
Saturday, November 21
8:00 p.m. Auditorium
co-sponsored by the EHF Committee

Movie:
The Onion Field
Tuesday, November 24
1:00
in the Auditorium
Free admission

Open Ice Cream Bar in the Cafeteria
Monday, November 23